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Introducing Puzzle Masters

It’s the high energy, super fun, puzzle solving 

challenge your students will love. 
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Puzzle Masters will draw your whole cohort into a fun team 

challenge where nimble minds will win the day. Teams go 

head-to-head in a race for the most points gained by solving 

puzzles of varying difficulty on a customised tablet app.

As a team activity with a touch of pressure, your students will 

have the opportunity to improve their team work, group 

problem solving, leadership, communication and social skills. 

They’ll be putting to practice their critical and creative thinking 

capabilities and their myriad of learning area skills through 

practical and physical problem solving.

In line with current research, fun, game-based play is highly 

effective in learning. In the complex and challenging 

environment that Puzzle Masters creates, students have the 

opportunity to develop Australian Curriculum capabilities.

Extend the Puzzle Masters experience by adding the Great 

Divide challenge for even more fun and learning.

Head-to-head puzzling
High energy, active student incursion

Find out more: doex.co/puzzleGet a quote: 1300 736 441 or bookings@doextraordinary.com
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What others are saying

Puzzle Masters presents learning in the guise of fun 

and competition. Anything that has 15 year old boys 

racing around trying to problem solve is a thoroughly 

worthwhile experience in my opinion.

Ros Peters / Ambrose Treacy College, Information Services Coordinator

What’s included
• 1.5 hours of facilitated student incursion

• All tablets, props & puzzles

Extension: Add the Great Divide extension to further 

challenge problem solving skills. Teams use points gained 

from puzzles to purchase materials to build a bridge. 

Judged upon 3 different factors, the best bridges win! 

Practicals Requirements
Team Size: 4-7 pax

Capacity: 25+

Duration: 1.5 hours (+45 mins when adding Great Divide)

Location: We come to you 

Space: Open space to brief participants and reasonable 

sized area to place puzzle stations

AV: Not needed

We have used the Directors of the Extraordinary with 

our staff and students alike. We have loved every 

single tailored session and have found them to be 

equally challenging and highly engaging. The fantastic 

communication leading up to the sessions is always 

appreciated as is their energy and professionalism.

Shannah Kennedy / Brisbane State High School, Deputy Principal

Find out more: doex.co/puzzleGet a quote: 1300 736 441 or bookings@doextraordinary.com


